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Abstract Cell sorters play important roles in biological and
medical applications, such as the cellular behavior study and
the disease diagnosis and therapy. This work presents a label-
free microfluidic sorter that has a downstream-pointing mag-
netic elastic diverter. Different with most existing magnetic
sorters, the proposed device does not require the target mi-
croobjects to be intrinsically magnetic or coated with mag-
netic particles, giving users more flexibility in sorting crite-
ria. The diverter is wirelessly deformed by an applied mag-
netic field, and its deformation induces a fluid vortex that
sorts incoming microobjects, e.g., cells, to the collection out-
let. The diverter does not touch samples in this process, re-
ducing the sample contamination and damage risks. This
sorter uses a magnetic field generated by off-chip electro-
magnetic coils that are centimeters away from the device.
With simple structure and no on-chip circuits or coils, this
device can be integrated with other lab-on-a-chip instruments
in a sealed chip, ameliorating the safety concerns in han-
dling hazardous samples. The parallel and independent con-
trol of two such diverters on a single chip were demon-
strated, showing the potential of doubling the overall through-
put or forming a two-stage cascaded sorter. The sorter was
modeled based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and its
reliability was demonstrated by achieving a raw success rate
of 96.69% in sorting 1506 registered microbeads. With a
simple structure, the sorter is easy and cheap to fabricate.
The advantages of the proposed sorter make it a promising
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multi-purpose sorting tool in both academic and industrial
applications.
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1 Introduction

Cell sorting is an indispensable technique for various stud-
ies and applications in cellular biology, engineering, and
medicine. For example, cell sorters are extensively employed
in the measurement of single cell parameters and the in-
vestigation of cellular behaviors in a culture (Mattanovich
and Borth, 2006). Cell sorters minimize the interference and
noise in the evaluations performed on target cells by iso-
lating them from nontarget ones. This purification of cells
not only increases the signal-to-noise ratio in subsequent
analyses, but also reveals facts that are otherwise hidden
(Szaniszlo et al, 2004). Enhanced by the establishment of
flow cytometry, cell sorters are now an enabling tool that
becomes ubiquitous in biology and medicine relevant fields
and has considerably widened our knowledge base in these
areas. For instance, cell sorters are used to isolate white
blood cells (WBCs) from other blood constituents in blood
samples to enrich its concentration for following analyses
(Nguyen et al, 2015), because the number of red blood cells
(RBCs) could be one thousand times more than the quantity
of WBCs and the characteristics of WBCs will be concealed
by the population noise without this enrichment (Bain et al,
2011). Another application of cell sorting techniques is in
the cell strain improvement. Individual cells with diverging
and potential optimized cellular properties are isolated from
the rest population and used to improve existing cell strains
or develop new ones. In addition, cell sorting techniques
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pave the way to rare cells analysis, which is of interest in
many applications.

Current commercial cell sorting platforms suffer from
disadvantages such as limited sample throughput, bulky in-
strumentation, high cost, risks of sample contamination, and
safety concerns (Shields IV et al, 2015). As a result, mi-
crofluidic cell sorters have been investigated to address these
shortcomings. Existing microfluidic devices use external in-
puts (e.g., magnetic field (Zborowski and Chamers, 2011;
Hou et al, 2011; Carr et al, 2009; Adams et al, 2008; Ra-
madan et al, 2006; Inglis et al, 2004), electric signal (Mazutis
et al, 2013; Guo et al, 2010; Wang et al, 2007; Johann and
Renaud, 2004), optical tweezer (Chen et al, 2014; Wang
et al, 2011; Applegate et al, 2006; MacDonald et al, 2003),
acoustic wave (Faridi et al, 2017; Li et al, 2015; Schmid
et al, 2014; Ding et al, 2012), piezoelectric effect (Chen
et al, 2009), and optoelectronic tweezer (Shah et al, 2009;
Ohta et al, 2007; Chiou et al, 2005)), cells’ properties (e.g.,
size (Warkiani et al, 2014; Wu et al, 2009; Russom et al,
2009; Di Carlo et al, 2007), density (Stott et al, 2010), and
deformability (Hur et al, 2011; Choi et al, 2007)), or on-chip
mechanical “valves”/“switches” (Yamanishi et al, 2010; Ho
et al, 2005) to achieve sorting. The shared primary goal of all
microfluidic cell sorters is to separate a certain group of cells
from the heterogeneous mixture while all cells travel in a liq-
uid stream within a microfluidic channel. The laminar flow
nature in these channels makes it easy to focus and manip-
ulate the cells traveling inside them. More details about the
categories and advances of microfluidic cell sorters could
be obtained from the reviews presented by Shields IV et al
(2015) and Lenshof and Laurell (2010). Some microfluidic
cell sorters have been proposed based on magnetic field,
which is also a popular tool to remotely provide signals and
power in other areas, such as microrobotics (Zhang et al,
2017; Zhang and Diller, 2016; Diller and Sitti, 2011; Nelson
et al, 2010) and magnetic shape memory alloys (Gauthier
et al, 2011). The popularity of magnetic field in actuation re-
sults from the fact that it penetrates nonmagnetic substances,
including cells and polymeric materials used in cell sorters,
and can generate both forces and torques simultaneously on
magnetic materials.

Researchers have proposed two types of microfluidic cell
sorters that rely on magnetic field. The first group of de-
vices deal with intrinsically magnetic cells or the ones that
could be bonded with magnetic particles (Hou et al, 2011;
Carr et al, 2009; Adams et al, 2008; Ramadan et al, 2006;
Inglis et al, 2004; Estes et al, 2009). These magnetically re-
sponsive cells are pulled by magnetic forces and separated
from the nonmagnetic population. This sorting mechanism
only works with a limited set of cells, and it requires ad-
ditional steps to mark and unmark cells if they are not in-
trinsically magnetic. Nevertheless, this method allows high-
throughput sorting without serial interrogations. Adams et al

(2008) demonstrated a cell sorting device that can separate
two kinds of cells from the population at a throughput of
109 cells per hour, resulting in > 90% purity at each col-
lection outlet after a single pass. The two kinds of cells
were labeled with different superparamagnetic tags coupled
to affinity reagents, while the nontarget cells were not la-
beled. The second group of devices use magnetic fields to
activate a component within the microfluidic channel, which
sorts incoming cells mechanically. These devices do not re-
quire the target cells to possess unique magnetic proper-
ties or being bonded with magnetic particles, and users can
change the sorting criterion when necessary. However, these
devices usually have a limited throughput because incoming
cells are interrogated in series. Yamanishi et al (2010) devel-
oped a magnetized microtool that sorts incoming cells into
one of the two downstream branches. The elastic microtool
was deformed to divert incoming flows by magnetic fields,
which were generated by electromagnetic oils beneath the
device and focused to the bifurcation region.

One advantage of microfluidic sorters is that a single
chip can host multiple sorters. The parallel operation of mul-
tiple sorting channels is attractive, because it could over-
come the speed limitation of the devices that rely on se-
rial processing and dramatically increase their total through-
put. As one example, Lin et al (2016) proposed and demon-
strated a device that was capable of simultaneous integration
of eight samples.

This work proposes and characterizes a novel microflu-
idic microobject sorter that relies on a magnetic elastic di-
verter. Controlled and actuated by an externally applied mag-
netic field, the proposed device mechanically sorts incoming
microobjects using flow vortexes induced by its diverter dy-
namic deformation. This magnetic sorter does not require
the target microobjects to exhibit distinctive magnetic re-
sponses from the nontarget ones, and it works with various
microobject sizes and shapes. Unlike many existing mag-
netic microfluidic sorters (Adams et al, 2008; Yamanishi
et al, 2010; Ramadan et al, 2006), the proposed device does
not require embedded electromagnetic coils or additional
magnetic structures inside or close to the microfluidic chan-
nel, allowing it to be easily integrated with other lab-on-
a-chip devices. Compared with the traditional stream-in-air
sorters, the proposed device is contained on-chip and there-
fore more appealing for applications where safety is of con-
cern. The facile integration of the proposed sorter with other
on-chip devices opens up the possibility of sorting and ana-
lyzing samples within one sealed microfluidic device, con-
siderably relieving the risks of sample and environment con-
tamination of processing aerosolized or hazardous samples.
The diverter does not touch incoming microobjects during
sorting, reducing the risks of sample contamination and dam-
age. The diverter only needs to move a limited distance in
order to sort microobjects, making high speed sorting a pos-
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sibility. A high success rate was obtained in the autonomous
sorting experiment. The diverter behavior with respect to
the applied magnetic field was modeled based on the Euler-
Bernoulli beam theory. Theoretical predictions were then
compared against experimental observations and showed a
good agreement. Moreover, two diverters were demonstrated
to be actuated independently and simultaneously by a sin-
gle magnetic field, enabling the parallel operation for higher
throughput or two-stage sorting. The unique characteristics
of the proposed sorter endorse it as a promising potential
tool in biological and biomedical applications.

2 Device design

The three-dimensional (3D) structure of the proposed sorter
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a) with the local coor-
dinate frame. This device consists of a microfluidic bifur-
cation channel and a downstream-pointing magnetic elastic
diverter. The sample flow, which carries incoming microob-
jects, is focused horizontal by two sheath flows located on
its both sides, see Fig. 1(b). In addition, the V-grooves pro-
truding from the channel ceiling and floor guide the sheath
flows to focus the sample flow vertically without introduc-
ing new flow inlets or complicating other channel structures,
as proposed and verified by Howell et al (2008). As a result,
the incoming microobjects are focused horizontally as well
as vertically into the geometric central region of the channel
cross-sectional area at the y-z plane. The efficacy of this 3D
focus was verified by imaging the microparticles (1.0 µm di-
ameter, FluoSpheres, Molecular Probes) mixed in the sheath
flows, which were activated by a laser beam with a wave-
length of 407 nm. Emitted signals from these microparti-
cles were collected by a confocal microscope (Nikon A1).
Experimental observations of the sheath flow at the first V-
groove, before V-grooves, and after V-grooves are shown in
Fig. 1(c), which clearly show that the sample flow was fo-
cused to the channel center. Only the lower 100 µm of the
channel is shown here, because the microscope objective
was located beneath the channel whose top portion could
not be imaged without severe artifacts. More confocal mi-
croscopy results are available in the supplementary material.

As the most critical component in the sorter, the diverter
is equally divided into a root and an arm, which nests inside
one channel sidewall and hangs inside the channel, respec-
tively. The side-view of the diverter in Fig. 1(b) shows that
two rows of sawteeth exist at the top and the bottom of its
arm, reducing the contact area and thus facilitate the dis-
engagement when the diverter arm accidentally touches the
channel ceiling or floor. Not pointing against the incoming
flows, the diverter is stable and can deform easily regardless
of the flow speed.

The 3D focus ensures incoming microobjects to circum-
vent the diverter tip, instead of passing through the gaps be-

tween the diverter arm and the channel walls. The sample
flow position along axis y is determined by the volumetric
ratio of the two sheath flows and denoted by h = V1/V2,
where V1 and V2 are the volumetric rates of sheath flow 1 and
2, respectively. When h = 1, the sample flow is focused to
the exact channel centerline. Setting h to be slightly smaller
than 1, the focused flow is shifted towards +y and all in-
coming microobjects go into the waste outlet, when mag-
netic fields are absent and the diverter remains stationary.
When an incoming microobject needs to be sorted, a mag-
netic filed is applied along +y to generates magnetic torques
on the diverter and deforms the diverter arm in the x-y plane.
The diverter deformation induces a vortex near its tip, which
displaces the microobjects in this region from their original
streamlines and delivers them into the collection outlet, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1(d). The diverter restores its original shape
after the magnetic field is removed. During the sorting, the
diverter does not touch the incoming microobjects, reducing
the risks of sample contamination and damage.

The sorter structure is kept simple in order to reduce the
fabrication cost. The main material used by the device is
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which stands out from other
candidates owing to its biocompatibility (Ren et al, 2001),
transparency to visible lights (down to 256 nm) (Michel et al,
2001), and cost effectiveness. The magnetic elastic compos-
ite allows the diverter to deform fast and repeatedly. The
bio-compatibility of this composite has been investigated in
our previous work and it showed no adverse effects on living
cells (Zhang et al, 2017).

3 Experimental results

3.1 Sorting demonstration

A microbead (BLPMS 20-27 µm, Cospheric) was sorted
into the collection outlet to demonstrate the efficacy of the
proposed sorter. The top-view frames of the sorter during
this process are shown in Fig 2(a-c). The sample flow was
slightly shifted so that incoming microbeads would go into
the waste outlet if the diverter remained stationary. How-
ever, the bead shown here was displaced by the fluid vortex
induced by the diverter deformation, which was caused by
the applied magnetic field, and subsequently went into the
collection outlet. The ANSYS simulation results of this sort-
ing process are shown beneath experimental frames, with the
microbead being enlarged for better visualization. The color
of the path represents the instance microbead speed at that
position. This demonstration is also shown alongside with
its simulation results in Supplementary video 1. The sample
flow and the sheath flows had volumetric rates of 0.07 mL/hr
and 0.67 mL/hr (two sheath flows combined), respectively.
Distilled water was used as the fluid media with Tween 20
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Fig. 1 Illustrations of the proposed sorter. (a) shows a 3D perspective rendering of the sorter with annotations and its local coordinate system.
The sorter inlets are exhibited in the top-view drawing in (b). The diverter has a root and an arm, which has sawteeth on both its sides. Confocal
microscopy results of the sorter channel are shown in (c), including a side-view (x-z plane) image at the first V-groove, and two cross-sectional (y-z
plane) images before and after the two pairs of V-grooves. The white arrow points out the flow direction. Red lines mark out the channel borders,
and white dashed lines denote the lower boundary of the diverter arm. Points shown here are imaged microparticles mixed in the sheath flows. The
two states of the sorter, i.e., ‘idle’ and ‘active’, are presented in (d). Red arrows denote the moving directions of incoming microobjects, and the
dashed arrow represents the flow vortex caused by the diverter deformation

Fig. 2 A sorting demonstration and the schematics showing the work-
ing principles of the sorter. A microbead was sorted to the collection
outlet, as shown in (a)-(c). The bead position at the time indicated by
the time stamp in each frame is marked out by a circle, while the dots
pinpoint the bead trajectory. The corresponding simulation result is
shown beneath each experimental frame. The effective sorting region
(ESR) is illustrated in (g). A microbead will not be sorted to the col-
lection outlet when the diverter remains stationary, no matter whether
the diverter is undeformed (e) or deformed (f). All simulation frames
share the same color bar in (a)

(BioShop Canada) added to reduce the water surface ten-
sion.

As shown in this demonstration, a microobject needs to
be caught by the fluid vortex created by the diverter defor-
mation in order to be successfully sorted into the collection
outlet. In other words, the microobject has to be within a
specific region when the diverter deforms. This region is de-
fined as the effective sorting region (ESR) and illustrated in
Fig. 2(d). The position and size of ESR depend on the y posi-
tion and x velocity of incoming microobjects, and the speed

and magnitude of the diverter deformation. In this work, the
ESR is approximated as an ellipse between the diverter tip
and the bifurcation point. It should be noted that the sorting
is accomplished by the dynamic vortex, which disappears
shortly after the diverter deformation. Without this dynamic
vortex, all incoming objects will go into the waste outlet no
matter whether the diverter is deformed or not, as shown in
Fig. 2(e) and (f) and Supplementary video 2.

3.2 Reliable sorting performance

A computer vision-based feedback control system was built
to experimentally investigate the feasibility and reliability
of the proposed sorter in practical autonomous sorting tasks.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the setup consists of a syringe pump
(NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems), a custom-built elec-
tromagnetic coil system, a stereo-microscope (SMZ745T,
Nikon), an optical firewire camera (FO134TC, FOculus, 640⇥
480 pixels, 60 fps), and a Linux computer. The sorter was
placed on the central stage of the coil system, whose image
was magnified by the microscope, captured by the top-view
camera, and then delivered to the computer for image pro-
cessing and algorithmic operations. More details about this
coil system is available in the supplementary material. For
the demonstration purpose of this sorting task, the sorter was
autonomously actuated to sort incoming beads (BLPMS, di-
ameter 20-27 µm, Cospheric) to the two outlets alternatively,
i.e., if one bead was delivered to the waste outlet, the next
bead should be conveyed to the collection outlet.

To achieve the autonomous sorting, the position and ve-
locity of each incoming bead were extracted from frames
and used by the controller to predict when the bead would
enter the ESR. If this bead should be sorted to the waste
outlet, the sorter would not be activated, because the sam-
ple flow was shifted from the channel centerline and all in-
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Fig. 3 Setup and results of the autonomous sorting experiment. A photograph of the setup is shown in (a) with annotations. The inset gives a
closer look at the two syringes that were mounted on the same syringe pump. The flow path of this setup is schematically drew below the picture.
A bifurcation tube was used to deliver the sheath flow from the 60 mL syringe to the two sheath flow inlets of the chip. Another bifurcation tube
was used to damp the sample flow. Without the second bifurcation tube, the nonideal characteristics of the syringe pump would result in a pulsing
sample flow, whose width would fluctuate periodically after being focused. For the purpose of demonstration, the two downstream branches of the
chip converge to one outlet, delivering all fluid into the collecting beaker. Six top-view frames captured by the camera during the experiment are
shown in (b). The circle in each frame marks out the current bead position, while the dots denote the previous registered positions of the same bead.
These frames show that two beads were autonomously sorted into the two downstream branches alternatively. Undeformed diverter left incoming
beads undisturbed into the waste outlet, as shown in (b)(i-iii). In contrast, a diverter deformed when a bead reached the ESR displaced this bead
from its original streamline into the collection outlet, as demonstrated in (b)(iv-vi). Time stamps are shown at the bottom-right corner of frames

coming beads went to the waste outlet without interferences.
Otherwise, this bead needed to be collected and the con-
troller would power currents into the coil system to generate
a pulse magnetic field, which would deform the diverter at
the moment when the bead entered the ESR. The bead would
be captured by the vortex induced by the diverter deforma-
tion and displaced from its original streamline, which went
into the waste outlet, to a new path that flowed into the col-
lection outlet. The frames in Fig. 3(b) shows two representa-
tive beads that were automatically assigned to the waste and
the collection outlets, respectively.

Through this experiment, a total of 1506 microbeads were
correctly registered by the controller, and 1456 of them ended
up in their designated branches, resulting in a sorting suc-
cess rate of 96.68% among the detected objects. Assum-
ing every single microbead was registered by the controller,
which could be achieved using advanced image processing
techniques in the future, the resultant recovery rate and pu-
rity of this experiment will be 95.52% and 98.21%, respec-
tively. More specifically, 95.52% of the targets were suc-
cessfully sorted into the collection branch, and the collec-
tion reservoir had a purity of 98.21%. Some representative
successful and failed sortings in this experiment are shown
in Supplementary video 1 and 2, respectively. It is noted that
the beads in many failed cases had much slower velocities
than average, indicating that they were located either close

to the ceiling or the floor. One possible reason is that the
3D focusing mechanism utilized by the sorter is not perfect.
And a higher success rate could be expected once every in-
coming bead is converged to the cross-sectional center of
the channel before the ESR in future research. Limited by
the speed of the optical camera, the volumetric rates of the
sample flow and the sheath flow were set to be 0.07 mL/hr
and 0.67 mL/hr, respectively, so that the beads moved slowly
enough for the camera to analyze their velocities and predict
their paths in real time. In this experiment, the diverter de-
formed its tip up to 167 µm to sort the beads that needed to
be delivered to the collection outlet. The proposed sorter ob-
tained a relatively high success rate in this experiment even
with elementary image processing techniques and imperfect
3D focusing mechanism, endorsing that the sorter is feasible
as well as reliable in practical sorting applications.

4 Materials and methods

4.1 Device fabrication

The proposed sorter was fabricated using standard photolithog-
raphy and mold replica techniques. Three parts of the sorter,
i.e., its channel body, channel floor, and diverter, were made
separated and then manually assembled together. This pro-
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cess is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. First, the con-
tour of each part was plotted using a CAD software and
defined on photomasks through a mask writer (Heidelberg
µPG 501). Then, a mold was made for each part using the
following steps. Photoresist (SU-8, MicroChem) was spin
coated on a silicon wafer (3 inch diameter, UniversityWafer)
to form a film with a certain thickness value. The wafer
coated with the photoresist was baked on a hot plate at 65�C
and then 95�C. It was then exposed to ultraviolet (UV) lights
in a mask aligner (OAI model 30). During the exposure,
the corresponding mask was placed on top of the wafer to
control which region of the photoresist was exposed, see
Fig. 4(a-i). Afterwards, the wafer bearing the photoresist
was baked again on a hot plate at 65�C and then 95�C. It
was developed in a chemical solution (SU-8 Developer, Mi-
croChem), and finally baked on a hot plate at 170�C for
10 minutes. The development process removed the section
of photoresist that was covered by the mask during the ex-
posure, leaving the cross-linked photoresist attached to the
wafer to form the desired mold. The baking time and the UV
exposure time were determined according to the photoresist
thickness and the receipt given by the photoresist datasheet.

An additional step was inserted into the aforementioned
procedure to make the mold for the channel body, because
the v-grooves protrude from the channel ceiling. To make
this 3D feature, the channel mold had a second layer of pho-
toresist, while the floor mold and the sorter mold each had
only one layer. After the first layer was exposed, a new layer
of photoresist was spin coated on top of the first layer. The
wafer bearing two layers of photoresist was then baked and
exposed to UV lights through a mask with the geometry of
v-grooves written on it, as shown in Fig. 4(a-ii). To align
the second mask with the already exposed first layer of pho-
toresist, a different mask aligner (EVG 620) was used in-
stead of the one introduced before. Afterwards, the wafer
with two layers of photoresist was baked at 65�C and then
95�C. It was developed in a chemical solution (SU-8 De-
veloper, MicroChem), and then baked at 170�C. The result
is a two-layer positive (protruding) photoresist mold for the
channel body, see Fig. 4(a-iii). The vertical profiles of the
positive mold for the channel body and the negative mold for
the diverter are shown in Fig. 4(b). The channel is roughly
160 µm thick with V-grooves protruding 70 µm from the
ceiling. The diverter mold is 40 µm deep.

The sorter is mainly made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS,
Sylgard 184, Dow Corning), which comes in two parts: a
base polymer (part A) and a curing agent (part B). Part A and
B were mixed thoroughly in a ratio of 10 : 1 by weight. One
portion of the mixture was degassed in a vacuum chamber
for 15 minutes, poured into the petri dishes that contained
the channel body mold and the floor mold, respectively, and
then degassed for another 15 minutes. Fig. 4(a-iv) shows the
channel body mold as an example. The rest of the mixture

was blended with permanent magnetic particles (MQFP-15-
7, NdPrFeB, Magnequench) in a ratio of 1 : 1 by weight, to
make a kind of magnetic elastic composite. This compos-
ite was stirred well, degassed in a vacuum chamber for 15
minutes, poured into the negative diverter mold, and then
degassed for another 15 minutes. The excess composite was
scraped off by a razor blade, see Fig. 4(a-vi). Then, all molds
were baked to 70�C in an oven for 5 hours to fully cure
the PDMS. After curing, the diverter were taken out from
the mold and magnetized using a uniform magnetic field of
1.1 T created by two permanent magnets (1 inch cube, Nd-
FeB, N40, Magnet4US), see Fig. 4(c). The magnetic field
strength in operations is always smaller than 20 mT, and
therefore the diverter magnetization does not change in op-
erations. The channel body and floor were collected from
their respective molds and a 5/64 inch diameter punch was
used to drill holes for inlets and outlets on the channel body.
Finally, the diverter was manually assembled into the chan-
nel body, which was plasma bonded with the floor using a
plasma etcher (Herrick Plasma Cleaner PDC-001) to form
a complete device, see Fig. 4(d). The assembled device was
then placed on a hot plate at 80�C for 4 hours to enhance the
bonding.

4.2 Magnetic working principles

Magnetized magnetic particles are homogeneously embed-
ded in the diverter body. When a uniform external mag-
netic field B is applied, this decentralized allocation of par-
ticles results in distributed magnetic torques along the di-
verter body, see Fig. 5(a). The profile of the distributed mag-
netic torques is described by ttt(s) with a unit of Newton,
where s is defined as a coordinate along the diverter arm. For
convenience, torques that bend the diverter towards the up-
stream direction is designated with positive signs, and thus
the scalar value of ttt(s) is

|ttt(s)|= M|B|sina(s), (1)

where a is the angle from the local magnetization to the
magnetic field B, as indicated in Fig. 5(a). Since the diverter
root is nested inside the channel sidewall, the hanging di-
verter arm forms a cantilever beam scenario, i.e., it has a
fixed-free boundary condition. As a result of the distributed
magnetic torque ttt(s), the bending moment Q(s) along the
diverter arm is

Q(s) =
Z

L

0
t(s̃)ds̃�

Z
s

0
t(s̃)ds̃, (2)

where L is the length of the bendable part of the diverter.
Ideally, L should equals to 0.5 mm. However, it varies from
chip to chip due to the existence of tolerances in the man-
ual assembly of the diverter into the channel. The diverter
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Fig. 4 Fabrication procedures of the developed sorter. Molds were made using standard one-layer or two-layer photolithography techniques, as
shown in (a)(i)-(iii). Subfigure (a)(iv)-(vi) show that the channel body and the channel floor were made from the mold replica of their corresponding
positive (protruding) molds, while the diverter was cured inside its negative (concave) mold. The height profiles of the channel body and the diverter
molds are shown in (b). After the diverter was magnetized (c), the channel body, channel floor, and diverter were manually assembled together (d)

deforms under the bending moment Q(s) and the displace-
ment of the diverter tip is defined as h, as shown in Fig 5(b).
Utilizing the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the curvature of
the diverter arm can be related to the bending moment Q(s)
as

k(s) = Q(s)(EI)�1, (3)

where E is the Young’s modulus and I is the second moment
of area. The curvature profile k(s) determines the value of
the diverter tip displacement h. Equation (1-3) not only ex-
plain the actuation principles of the diverter using a mag-
netic field, but also provide an approach to predict the di-
verter deformation once the applied magnetic field is known.

In summary, the applied magnetic field B generates mag-
netic torques ttt(s) on the diverter, causing a change in the
bending moment profile Q(s) along the diverter arm. The
diverter arm then bends to a certain curvature k(s) in re-
sponse to the bending moment Q(s), according to the Euler-
Bernoulli beam theory. The final result is that the diverter
tip is displaced to certain distance h by the applied magnetic
field B.

5 Discussion

5.1 Characterization of diverter tip displacement

When a magnetic field B is applied along a direction that
is not collinear with the diverter magnetization, the diverter
arm experiences magnetic torques and deforms, whose tip
displacement h is determined by the direction and strength
of B. Once the magnetic field direction 6 B is known, the
diverter tip displacement h under a certain magnetic field
strength |B| could be predicted using a custom-built Matlab
script based on the magnetic principles described in the pre-
ceding section. Fig. 5(a) and (b) illustrate the diverter shapes
before and after its deformation caused by the application of
the magnetic field B, respectively. In this case, the magnetic
field B is applied along axis +y so that it is perpendicular
with the diverter magnetization that points along axis +x. It
could be seen in Fig. 5(b) that the angle between the mag-
netic field B and the diverter magnetization a varies with
the diverter deformation to different extents at different lo-
cations along the diverter arm. According to equation (1),
the magnetic torques along the diverter arm also changes
correspondingly. Thus, an analytical solution of the tip dis-
placement h with respect to the magnetic field B could not
be obtained. Instead, the tip displacement h under a known
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magnetic field B can only be calculated using an iterative
numerical algorithms until a convergence is reached.

The Young’s modulus E of the diverter was measured in
order to simulate the diverter displacement h from first prin-
ciples. A specimen sheet made of the same material with
the diverter was stretched up to a strain value of 17% in a
custom-built tensile test machine, during which process the
elongation and corresponding force were recorded automati-
cally. Results were processed to generate the stress-strain re-
lationship of the material, whose slope represents its intrin-
sically nonlinear Young’s modulus value E. The obtained
nonlinear curve shows a minimum of 1.45 MPa and a maxi-
mum of 2.23 MPa. Besides, the second moment of area I of
the diverter was calculated from the known dimension val-
ues of the diverter arm as I = bh

3/12, where b= 100 µm and
h = 40 µm are the width and thickness of the diverter arm,
respectively. The magnetic field B was applied along axis +y

to maximize the resultant magnetic torques on the diverter
at its initial state. The strength of the magnetic field |B| in-
creased from 0 to 16 mT at an interval of 0.5 mT, and the tip
displacement h value corresponding to each magnetic field
strength B was predicted by the simulation program. These
simulations were executed twice with the Young’s modulus
set to the minimum and maximum, i.e., E = 1.45 MPa and
E = 2.23 MPa, respectively, and their results are plotted in
Fig. 5(c).

To investigate the accuracy of the predictions made by
the proposed mathematical model, an experiment was per-
formed to measure the diverter tip displacement h in the sce-
narios that were configured to be the same with the ones in
the simulation. Top-view frames of the diverter were cap-
tured and the tip displacement values h were extracted from
these frames by calculating the distance from the diverter
tip to the extended line of the diverter root. In this experi-
ment, the diverter tip exhibited an initial displacement hinit
of about 50 µm, which could be caused by the imperfect
manual assembly of the diverter into the channel sidewall.
Since the initial displacement hinit did not originates from
the applied magnetic field B, it was subtracted from the mea-
sured displacement values h when the magnetic field B is ap-
plied, results in a corrected displacement value hc = hraw �
hinit. The values of hc in different magnetic field settings
were plotted in Fig. 5(c) together with the predictions. It is
noteworthy that the main material used by the diverter, i.e.,
PDMS, is highly sensitive to its fabrication conditions, such
as its curing temperature (Johnston et al, 2014), and its ge-
ometric dimensions, such as its thickness (Liu et al, 2009).
As a result, the Young’s modulus E value of the PDMS (Syl-
gard 184) reported in the literature spans a wide range. In
this experiment, the Young’s modulus E of the diverter was
measured on a rectangular sheet that was not only made of
the same materials with the diverter, but also was fabricated
in the same batch with the diverter, to minimize potential

Fig. 5 Characterization of the sorter tip displacement h with respect to
the applied magnetic field B. The sorter arm is deformed by the mag-
netic torques caused by the applied magnetic field B, which is applied
along the perpendicular direction to the sorter magnetization, i.e, the
y axis. Subfigure (a) and (b) illustrate the sorter shape in the states of
prior-deformation immediately after the magnetic field B is applied and
past-deformation when the sorter has stopped bending, respectively.
During the deformation process, the angle a between the magnetic
field B and the sorter magnetization varies to different extents along
the sorter arm, which could be observed by a comparison between (a)
and (b). The experimental observations of the sorter tip displacement
hc are plotted against the applied magnetic field strength |B| in (c), to-
gether with the predictions obtained using the proposed mathematical
model. Each experimental data point in (c) is the average value of four
measurements, and its error bar represents the standard deviation

variations in the Young’s modulus E caused by inconsis-
tent fabrication conditions. However, the Young’s modulus
E was measured from a tensile test, in which the sheet was
uniformly stretched in a horizontal plane, while the diverter
bended out-of-plane when a magnetic field is applied. Since
the diverter and the test sheet underwent two distinct forms
of deformation and the material itself has intrinsically non-
linear mechanical properties, the material could potentially
exhibit different Young’s modulus E values. In addition, the
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory utilized in the proposed model
has a ‘small deflection’ assumption, which was not satisfied
in this experiment since the diverter bended a considerably
large angle. Thus, the simulation results were only qualita-
tively compared with the experimental measurements. Nev-
ertheless, the experimental observations fell within the re-
gion enclosed by the predicted values of the diverter tip dis-
placement h and obeyed the trend dictated by the model,
supporting the efficacy of the proposed mathematical model
and magnetic principles.
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Fig. 6 Maximum deformation speed investigation of the proposed di-
verter using the present setup. A user specified one desired pulse sig-
nal of voltage, whose profile is shown in (a). The controller sent cor-
responding commands to the I/O board, which reproduced this voltage
signal and delivered it to two amplifiers. Each amplifier powered corre-
sponding currents into one coil of the electromagnetic coil system. The
current profile is depicted in (b), which shares the same shape with the
profile of the resultant magnetic field. The diverter deformed under the
applied magnetic field, and its tip displacement is plotted in (c)

5.2 Potential sorting speed

The proposed sorter relies on the flow vortex induced by
its diverter deformation to sort incoming microobjects. The
diverter arm experiences a fluid drag force when it bends
under the effect of an applied magnetic field. The fluid drag
force impedes the diverter deformation and grows lager with
the increase of the diverter deformation speed. The com-
bined effect of the active magnetic torque and the reactive
fluid drag force determines how fast the diverter arm de-
forms. Thus, the maximum achievable deformation speed of
the diverter arm is limited by the strongest magnetic torque
that could be generated by the current coil system on the
diverter and the fluid drag coefficient of the fluid used.

An experiment was conducted to investigate the maxi-
mum potential sorting speed of the sorter with the current
physical setup. A pulse signal was specified in the program
controller, as shown in Fig. 6(a). This signal had a relatively
short negative part following the positive portion to induce
torques in the opposite direction that will reduce the time
needed by the diverter to restore its original state. Corre-
sponding commands were sent to the I/O board to generate
this signal, which was then transferred to the input of two
amplifiers. The amplifiers outputted currents that were pro-
portional with their received inputs and provide a monitor-
ing signal of the current output at the same time, as shown
in Fig. 6(b). As a result of the coil inductance and other non-
ideal parameters of the circuit, the current generated by the

amplifier had an approximately triangular shape, producing
a magnetic field with the same profile. Fig. 6(c) shows that
the tip displacement h of the diverter that follows the ap-
plied magnetic field to deform and restore back to its origi-
nal state, finishing one sorting stroke.

As suggested by Fig. 6(c), a diverter took about 1.8 ms
to finish one sorting action, including a power stroke (bends
towards the upstream direction) and a recovery stroke (re-
stores to its undeformed shape). In other words, the pro-
posed sorter can potentially sort at a maximum of 556 Hz us-
ing the present physical setup assuming the detection mech-
anism can match this speed. Moreover, if a power supply and
an amplifier with higher powering rating capacities are used,
the maximum sorting speed of the proposed sorter can be
further increased. Alternatively, the sorting speed can also
be increased by optimizing the electromagnetic coil design
to minimize the coil inductance without sacrificing its ca-
pability of generating strong magnetic fields. With a lower
inductance, the slope in Fig. 6(b) will become steeper, the
time used by the diverter to deform will decrease, and thus
the overall speed of the sorter will increase. The capability
of fast sorting of the proposed sorter extends the range of its
potential applications in both academic and industrial areas.

5.3 Parallel operation of two sorters

One unique advantage of the proposed sorter is that its work-
ing principles allow two diverters to be independently and
simultaneously controlled by a single global magnetic field.
The parallel operation of two diverters could potential dou-
ble the overall throughput of the sorter and therefore alle-
viate the speed limitation posed by the series interrogation.
Owing to the fact that a global input is used instead of local-
ized signals, the two diverters could be built in close prox-
imity in parallel channels on the same chip or in the same
channel to form a cascaded sorter. The parallel operation of
two diverters are realized using the principle introduced by
Zhang et al (2016), i.e., different effects can be obtained by
forming distinctive angles between the magnetic field and
the object magnetization vectors. The only prerequisite for
this parallel operation is that the two diverters need to have
different magnetization directions that are neither parallel
nor antiparallel with each other.

When a magnetic field is applied along the magnetiza-
tion direction of one diverter, this diverter experiences zero
magnetic torque based on equation (1). At the same time, the
other diverter experiences nonzero magnetic torques along
its body and deforms, because its magnetization is not co-
linear with applied magnetic field when the prerequisite is
satisfied. Thus, the two diverters are individually address-
able by aligning the magnetic field with the magnetization
of one diverter or the other. If the magnetic field is applied
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along other directions, both diverters will deform simulta-
neously and their deformation angles depend on the relative
angles between the magnetic field and their magnetization
directions.

As a demonstration of the parallel operation capability,
two diverters with magnetization angles of 10� and 97� were
controlled independently and simultaneously, as illustrated
in Fig. 7. As suggested by Fig. 7(b), the two diverters be-
long to two parallel channels that are in close proximity.
Although it is not shown in preceding sections, a diverter
is capable of three possible shapes: undeformed, deformed
upstream, and deformed downstream, which are denoted by
number 0, 1, and �1, respectively. There are nine possible
shape combinations of the two diverters, all of which were
achieved by applying the magnetic field in corresponding
directions. The two diverters were individually addressed
when the magnetic field was along the magnetization direc-
tion of one diverter, see Fig. 7(c)-(f). When the magnetic
field was along other directions, the two diverters deformed
simultaneously and their deformation levels depended on
the relative angles between their magnetizations and the mag-
netic field, as exhibited in Fig. 7(g)-(j). For the purpose of
the demonstration, the two channels were not sealed and the
fluidic environment was created by submerging the device
under distilled water. The results presented in Fig. 7 clearly
show that the two diverters can be controlled simultaneously
and independently.

Being actuated by one single global magnetic field, the
two diverters are operated in parallel without complicating
the local chip structure to create localized signals. Other
than being arranged in parallel, the two diverters can also
be connected in cascade to from a two-stage sorting de-
vice to separate two different components from the same
population, which will be investigated in future research.
The demonstrated capability of parallel operation promises
a higher throughput and the possibility of multi-target sort-
ing.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes and characterizes a generic label-free
microfluidic microobject sorter with a downstream-pointing
magnetic elastic diverter. The diverter mechanically sorts
target microobjects into the collection outlet using the fluid
vortex induced by its deformation. The risks of sample con-
tamination and damage are dramatically reduced since the
samples are always enclosed by the surrounding flow and
experience no physical contact with the diverter. Using its
mechanical sorting, the sorter is versatile and does not re-
quire the target microobjects to exhibit any distinctive mag-
netic responses compared with the rest of the population,
allowing users to specify a variety of sorting criterion and
change it whenever necessary. The diverter is deformed by

the magnetic field generated by an electromagnetic coil sys-
tem, which is centimeter away from the chip. Without on-
chip coils, the sorter can be integrated with other lab-on-
a-chip devices into a single sealed chip, ameliorating the
safety concerns involved in handling hazardous samples.

The working principles of the sorter was explained and
demonstrated by both experiment and simulation results. A
continuous autonomous sorting experiment showed that the
sorter could perform reliable sorting with a raw success rate
of 96.68%. As the most important component of the sorter,
the diverter was modeled based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory. The relationship between the diverter deformation
and the applied magnetic field was theoretically predicted
and then compared against experimental observations, show-
ing a good agreement between each other. This understand-
ing of the sorter behavior enables further optimizations on
the sorting efficacy and speed. The sorter was shown to have
a potential maximum speed of 556 Hz using the current
setup. A higher sorting speed could be readily achieved with
more capable power supply and current amplifier instruments
and electromagnetic coils with lower inductance. In addi-
tion, the capability of parallel operation of two such divert-
ers was demonstrated, which could potentially double the
overall throughput or form a two-step sorting device. This
sorter is structurally simple and made of commonly avail-
able polymer materials, allowing it to be fabricated at low
cost. The sorter only uses a single syringe pump to further
reduce the setup cost. Different with most existing magnetic
microfluidic sorters, the proposed device works with a wide
range of microobjects, is versatile in sorting criteria, and
has promising potentials in high-speed sorting and paral-
lel operation. The transparency of the sorter makes it suit-
able for various detection strategies, such as fluorescence,
laser, and visual recognition. The proposed sorter could be-
come a multi-purpose sorting tool in various tasks involving
microobject sorting, especially cell sorting, in the areas of
biotechnology, microindustry, medicine, and microrobotics.

It is hoped that this work will inspire more researches on
versatile multi-purpose microobject sorting devices and con-
tribute to the advancement and diversity of this area. Future
research will focus on analyzing the flow behavior inside the
device and the dynamic vortex caused by the diverter defor-
mation. Based on a better understanding of the sorter pa-
rameters, its design will be optimized, including its geomet-
ric shape and the dimension values of each part. In addition,
a more advanced laser-based sample detection mechanism
will be incorporated with the proposed sorter to allow it to
sort at its maximum speed with a higher success rate.
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Fig. 7 Proof-of-concept demonstration of the parallel operation of two sorters. Diverter A and B were arranged side by side in two sorting chan-
nels, and their magnetization profiles are illustrated by the yellow arrows in (a). When no magnetic field was applied, the two diverters remained
undeformed and a top-view photograph of this state is shown in (b) with the scalar bar. Diverter A and B were individually addressed when the
magnetic field was applied along the magnetization direction of one diverter, as shown in (c-f). Alternatively, the two diverters deformed simulta-
neously and independently when the magnetic field was applied along other directions, as shown in (g-j). All nine possible state combinations of
the two diverters were demonstrated and their corresponding state codes are marked at the left-bottom corner of each frame. The black lines in the
background mark the magnetic field directions, which are also represented by the central arrows in (c-j) for better visualization. This demonstration
is available in Supplementary video 3
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